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The relationship between Boeing and DAMRC – choosing the Danish fighter
The 24th of March 2010 the Danish Minister of Defense Gitte Lillelund Bech postponed the
choice of the Danish fighter of the future at least two more years.
(http://jp.dk/indland/article2020816.ece ).
To the American aerospace giant, who is a key partner to DAMRC, the postponing of things
have had some consequences. To DAMRC the most important consequence is that the starting
date for the “DAMRC kickoff project” is postponed to the middle of May.
In connecting with the statement of the Danish Minister of Defense, the Boeing Company has
announced its continuous support to DAMRC.

Founding General Meeting
At the Founding General Meeting (FGM) the charter of the association DAMRC was approved,
as well as the prices of the different types of memberships were accepted.
For further information on membership and charter, please contact Project Manager Klaus
Bonde Ørskov kbo@eu-center.dk.
At present times DAMRC consists of the working chairman Ole M. Lauridsen (Terma), who was
elected at the FGM. Daly business is carried out by Project Manager Klaus Bonde Ørskov and
Project Consultant Christian Göte.
DAMRC expects the number of employees to reach five before April2011 in accordance to the
growth strategy of DAMRC.
After the FGM all of the DAMRC-Founding Partners showed their onwards commitment to
DAMRC by joining DAMRC and paying their respective membership fee.
The moral and tangible support of the DAMRC-Founding Partners towards DAMRC secures the
future operations of DAMRC.

New members are bid welcome
DAMRC has 10 paying members, and all of them have been supporting the DAMRC since the
MoU with Boeing in early September 2009
In the time from September 2009 and until now, there has been a need for focusing on the
establishment of DAMRC, resulting in that new members were denied membership of DAMRC.
As DAMRC now is formally established as an association new members are allowed access to
the association and can apply for membership.
If you are of the opinion, that DAMRC might be able to create value to your company, community, your association or institution, don’t hesitate to contact us. Please contact Project Manager Klaus Bonde Ørskov at kbo@eu-center.dk.

New exciting project in the pipeline
DAMRC is invited to join ”Danish Technological Institute” in an application as an “Innovation
consortium” this autumn. The approval of the project will place DAMRC as a key player in a
development project about “metal-composites” of the future. The potential scope of this

project has of great dimensions, as the outcome of the project is expected to contribute to
competitive edge of Danish companies within the metal processing industry.

www.damrc.com – coming soon
In connection with the public visibility of DAMRC different actions are being taken. In connection to this DAMRC has recently hooked up with an ICM-scholar (International communication
and Multimedia). The scholar is, as part of his Bachelor-project, contributing with practical and
design related issues in the creation of the DAMRC homepage.
The homepage www.damrc.com and DAMRC mail are expected to be up and running around
the 1st of May 2010.

